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ABSTRACT:

Recent research in entrepreneurship and stereotypes have considered how entrepreneurs are evaluated on various factors. Taking a social cognition approach, we examine entrepreneur stereotypes by identifying patterns in stereotype content dimensions for entrepreneurs and related job titles. The title of entrepreneur is complex incorporating both business and innovation components. Across three studies we compare warmth and competence dimensions of the title of entrepreneur with those of a business leader (CEO), inventor/innovator (scientist), and a role requiring both creativity and business skills (advertiser). We find that while entrepreneurs are consistently seen as less competent than either a CEO or scientist and more so than an advertiser, they tend to be seen as warmer than these professionals.

1. Introduction

We know little about the nature of the stereotype content of various job titles or how the job title of entrepreneur compares. Judgements in the entrepreneurial context are often based on complex but limited information. Under these conditions, bias and stereotypes may have significant implications (Bodenhausen and Lichtenstein, 1987; Wyer et al., 2000) relevant for entrepreneurs (Johnson et al., 2018; Lee and Huang, 2018). Research in social cognition has investigated stereotype effects across groups by examining perceptions of warmth and competence finding that they form most peoples’ impressions of others (Fiske, 2018). Recent work in entrepreneurship highlights the influence of stereotypes in this domain (Lee and Huang, 2018).

However, direct examination of entrepreneur stereotypes has been confounded with gender considerations. Examination of stereotypes in the entrepreneurship context merits further consideration beyond gender (Lee and Huang, 2018). Focusing on the title, and considering closely related titles answers research calls for examining stereotypes within organizational labeling (Ashforth and Humphrey, 1997). With our work, we also aim to extend entrepreneurship literature by utilizing a social cognition approach to examine the stereotype content (Fiske et al., 2002) of entrepreneurs and business and innovation job titles, and add to the social cognition literature by expanding the categories typically investigated in a focused organizational context (Ashforth and Humphrey, 1995).

Therefore, our main research inquiry is the extent to which the title of entrepreneur triggers stereotypes by identifying patterns in dimensions of stereotype content for entrepreneurs and related job titles. This research is particularly important for entrepreneurship because while most people’s job titles are externally imposed (Grant et al., 2014), entrepreneurs often have discretion about how they categorize themselves, choosing their work contexts and the image they want to project. This extends beyond the choice of product, market, employees, and venture name, to how they define their roles within their organizations. This flexibility and choice associated with entrepreneurs leads us to explore the extent to which job titles carry stereotype meaning.
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2. Stereotypes of entrepreneurs: a social cognition viewpoint

One job title that has received attention both in the research literature and public press in the last two decades is that of the entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs have been recognized as a driving force behind global economic and social growth (Baum et al., 2014). Specifically, the title of entrepreneur is linked to individuals who lead businesses and capitalize on innovation or invention (Carland et al., 1998). The dual nature of this particular group and the lack of other contextual cues associated with a new venture upon initial introduction make the examination of the perceived stereotype content consequential, as stereotypes are activated most frequently when there are many cognitive demands and for complex judgments (Bodenhausen and Lichtenstein, 1987; Wyer et al., 2000). Research on entrepreneurs and stereotypes has considered intragroup factors (gender, age, nationality) of entrepreneurship (for example: Gupta et al., 2009; Malmström et al., 2018) but has not examined intergroup factors, such as, the perception of the group itself.

In a complex world of information and broadening networks of connections, people often rely on stereotype information to simplify and frame their interactions (Bodenhausen, 1990; Macrae and Bodenhausen, 2000). Social cognition researchers investigate stereotype effects across groups by examining perceptions of warmth and competence as primary drivers of differential consideration (Fiske et al., 2002). This is due to the universality and predictive value of these dimensions based on decades of research (Fiske et al., 2007). Warmth judgements are primary but together with competence judgements more fully capture perceivers’ impressions of people and interpretations of their actions. More specifically, the competence dimension of stereotype content is related to perceptions of ability, knowledge, skill, attainment, and intelligence while the warmth dimension is linked to the integrity of the person and intent of their behavior which is critical to considerations of trust and risk (Fiske et al., 2007). Social status and competitiveness give rise to these two dimensions and lead to emotions of admiration, contempt, envy, and pity from perceivers ( SCM; Fiske et al., 2002; Fiske et al., 1999).

Utilizing stereotype content framework, we explore the warmth and competence of entrepreneurs compared with related groups, chief executive officers (CEOs), scientists, and advertisers.

Entrepreneurs often present unknown companies and uncertain products to a wide variety of people. First impressions and getting access through gate keepers is critically important to this process. The stereotype content inherent in the job title they chose could affect how they are perceived and whether they get to even make a pitch. While there are many ways in which people can be categorized, a job title is one such categorization that has proliferated in the work environment (Baron and Bielby, 1986). Job titles typically precede our introductions to people through various communication and connection tools (i.e., business cards, email signatures, resumes). Even in face to face meetings, it is often expected to give not only your name but your title as a means of polite introduction (Ashforth and Kreiner, 1999; Grant et al., 2014). Job titles are often assigned to individuals when they join an organization or are promoted within one. These titles may indicate a range of factors, such as: technical expertise, role responsibilities, market focus, and organizational hierarchy. The title associated with a work role may even be seen as status compensation and holds real economic value (Besley and Ghata, 2008; Greenberg and Ornstein, 1983). Researchers use job titles as proxy for experience and status levels of employees (Ferguson et al., 2016) but these titles may also be restrictive in bounding employee expectations and behavior (Burton and Beckman, 2007).

Fundamentally, the titles we use convey information about us to others that can be used to form vital initial impressions through stereotype activation. These titles, acting as social categorizations, once set, can endure and influence interactions beyond this initial stage (Van Dijk, Meyer, Engen and Lloyd, 2017). However, most stereotype research is focused on established social categories that often revolve around race, gender, and age (Fiske, 2018). Initial work on the theoretical development of the Stereotype Content Model examined a host of groups including Asians, Latinos, rich people, gay men but also included categories that might relate to job roles: housewife, house cleaner, migrant workers, and businesswomen (Fiske et al., 1999). These categories, while representing work-related roles, resulted in consistent stereotype content mapping on the factors of warmth and competence. We extend the model to examine job titles, specifically, entrepreneurs and closely aligned work categories.

Across three studies, we examine the differences between entrepreneurs and closely related titles across warmth and competence dimensions, and in our final study, we examine these stereotypes from an individual perspective using a networking scenario vignette. In this way, we seek to establish a relative baseline of perceived stereotype content for entrepreneurs and begin the work of exploring the implications of job title stereotype content. Currently, as governments, universities, and broader society prioritize innovation and encourage individuals to become entrepreneurs, how people perceive this growing population of individuals choosing to identify with this job title is of increasing importance.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Pilot job title comparison set

We conducted a pilot study on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to find related job titles based upon the dual nature of the entrepreneur title (see Buhrmester et al., 2011, for subject pool details). We asked one hundred participants (40 females, 60 males; mean age = 31.18, SD = 8.52) to identify job titles representing business leaders, inventors/innovators, and titles that required a balance of both creativity and business skills. Participants were prompted to identify three job titles for each prompt in an open-response format. Using these responses, we found the CEO title to be most frequently mentioned for business leader, identified by 69% of respondents and scientist as the most recognized job title related to inventor/innovator with 48% of respondents identifying this title. The list of job titles requiring both creativity and business skills showed the most variance in responses but 41% included a job title related to advertising or marketing such as creative director, copywriter, ad executive, and marketing executive. This led us to select advertiser as the third comparison job title. We found further support for our comparison set as entrepreneur appeared frequently with between 15 and 20% of respondents identifying them in each of these three lists.
3.1.1. Common procedures

Participants for all three focal studies conducted were recruited via MTurk (a crowdsourcing microtask jobs platform) and were paid $0.30 for their participation. The use of MTurk to recruit participants was deemed appropriate as we were looking for a societal sample (US based, over 18 years of age) with no particular expertise and utilized a number of methods to ensure quality responses were obtained. Participants were requested with high past qualifications (95% approval rating on previous tasks) within the MTurk platform, screened to prevent past participants from participating in future studies, and their responses were also reviewed using attention checks and completion times (under 2 min was deemed inadequate to read and complete the survey) to remove potential bots and inattentive respondents (Hunt and Scheetz, 2019; Kennedy et al., 2018). Sample size for each study was based upon prior research using these measures in comparing categories on stereotype content by Fiske et al. (2002). All measures of stereotype content were responded to on a 5-point scale anchored at 1 = not at all and 5 = extremely.

3.2. Study 1: entrepreneur job titles: competence and warmth

In our first study we examined whether the stereotype of an entrepreneur job title differs from those of CEO, scientist, and advertiser on dimensions of competence and warmth.

3.2.1. Participants

Ninety participants responded to our study as posted on MTurk. However, three participants were excluded for inadequate completion times and 11 were dropped for a failed attention check question indicating these participants had not been reading the study questions carefully (Oppenheimer et al., 2009). Thus, the final sample analyzed included seventy-six participants (33 females, 43 males; mean age = 36.78 years, SD = 13.24).

3.2.2. Measures

Participants were asked, “Please rate the following groups on the basis of how the groups are viewed by American society. We are not interested in your personal beliefs, but in how you think they are viewed by others.” This is an abbreviated societal framing adopted from Fiske et al.’s (2002) Study 3 for the trait dimensions to address social desirability concerns. We inquired about 4 groups (entrepreneurs, CEOs, scientists, and advertisers). The items capturing our focal stereotype content dimension of competence and warmth were, “How confident are members of this group?”, “How competent are members of this group?”, and “How sincere are members of this group?”, “How warm are members of this group?” respectively, as in Fiske et al. (2002) Study 3. The job titles and content questions were presented in randomized order to counteract order effects.

3.2.3. Results

Differences between the entrepreneur title and the other job titles were tested with paired samples t-tests. Table 1 reports the results for the analysis for the three studies conducted. Entrepreneurs averaged 4.01 on competence, which differed significantly from all other groups, CEOs t(75) = 2.49, p = .015, scientists t(75) = 2.87, p = .005, and advertisers t(75) = −2.91, p = .005 (see Table 1). On the dimension of warmth, entrepreneurs averaged 3.34, which was significantly different from CEOs t(75) = −10.32, p < .000, scientists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study (N)</th>
<th>Titles</th>
<th>Competence Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Warmth Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (76)</td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>4.01 (0.64)</td>
<td>3.34 (0.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>societal</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>4.20 (0.66)*</td>
<td>2.32 (0.73)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>4.25 (0.62)*</td>
<td>3.13 (0.69)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser</td>
<td>3.80 (0.57)*</td>
<td>2.43 (0.79)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (127)</td>
<td>Entrepreneur - Male</td>
<td>4.18 (0.59)</td>
<td>2.31 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>societal</td>
<td>CEO - Female</td>
<td>4.08 (0.61)</td>
<td>3.21 (0.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientist - Male</td>
<td>4.26 (0.71)</td>
<td>2.46 (0.83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser - Female</td>
<td>4.32 (0.70)</td>
<td>2.85 (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientist - Male</td>
<td>4.33 (0.64)</td>
<td>3.20 (0.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser - Male</td>
<td>4.25 (0.64)</td>
<td>3.46 (0.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser - Female</td>
<td>3.90 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.72 (0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (83)</td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>3.94 (0.69)</td>
<td>2.96 (0.83)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>individual</td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>4.04 (0.70)</td>
<td>3.69 (0.61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>3.95 (0.59)</td>
<td>3.26 (0.69)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser</td>
<td>3.46 (0.66)*</td>
<td>3.72 (0.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>societal</td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>4.02 (0.86)</td>
<td>3.28 (0.64)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CEO</td>
<td>4.29 (0.77)*</td>
<td>3.63 (0.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientist</td>
<td>4.49 (0.67)*</td>
<td>2.83 (0.93)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advertiser</td>
<td>3.61 (0.75)*</td>
<td>3.01 (0.94)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Standard deviations are given in parenthesis. * indicates significant difference from the entrepreneur value estimated via paired t-test at a 0.05 level under the conservative Holm-Bonferroni step-down procedure to account for multiple estimations (Holm, 1979). T-values and specific p-values are reported in the text.
$t(75) = -2.04, p = .045$, and advertisers $t(75) = -8.28, p < .000$. Making considerations for multiple tests using a Holm-Bonferroni correction to the appropriate level of p-value for each test in a step-down method (Holm, 1979), all comparisons were significant. These results indicate that entrepreneurs are perceived as less competent than CEOs and scientists and more competent than advertisers. In terms of warmth, entrepreneurs are perceived as significantly higher on warmth than the other job titles. These findings lay the groundwork for the comparative stereotype content of these professional titles.

### 3.3. Study 2: entrepreneur job titles: competence and warmth and gender

In this study, we aimed to replicate and extend the findings of Study 1. To strengthen the measurement of the stereotype content factors and to enable robust reliability calculations, we added an additional item to both measures of perceived competence and warmth. Furthermore, we considered whether the gender of the target influenced the perceivers’ ratings. Previous research has shown significant gender differences when considering the entrepreneurial stereotype generally considered a masculine occupation (e.g., Baron et al., 2001; Gupta et al., 2009); gendered job titles overcome stereotypical job role bias in balancing gender fit perceptions for hiring (Horvath and Sczesny, 2016); and work on stereotype content has shown differences between perceptions of men and women on warmth and competence (Fiske et al., 2002). In addition to a comparison of job titles, this study explored differences on warmth and competence between males and females holding the same job titles combining previous research inquiries.

#### 3.3.1. Participants

We posted the study on MTurk and one hundred and fifty-three individuals responded. However, thirteen participants were excluded for inadequate completion times, four were removed for participating in prior studies, and nine were dropped for a failed attention check, as per our common procedures. This yielded a final sample of one hundred twenty-seven participants (72 females, 55 males; mean age = 36.91 years, $SD = 12.26$).

#### 3.3.2. Measures

In this study, we used the same instruction and measures as in Study 1 except for two things. First, we included one additional item for perceived competence and warmth measures, taken from prior research (Fiske et al., 2002); for the competence dimension, “How capable are members of this group?” was added to the confident and competent items and “How good-natured are members of this group?” was added to sincere and warm items for the warmth dimension. These composite measures evidenced good reliability yielding Cronbach’s $α$ for competence was 75. and 0.83 for warmth. Second, this study asked participants to rate the focal titles as identified with either a male or female qualifier (i.e., Entrepreneurs – Male). Participants were randomly assigned to either the male or female treatments.

#### 3.3.3. Results

Differences between groups were tested with paired samples t-tests. There was no significant main effect of target gender for the focal group of entrepreneurs, and therefore the target gender (male, female) were collapsed in the following analyses. However, we report the separated and combined mean scores for this study in Table 1 for clarity and completeness. The comparisons amongst the four groups again revealed consistent differences on both dimensions of competence and warmth. Entrepreneurs averaged 4.12 on competence, differing significantly from CEOs $t(126) = 3.10, p = .002$, scientists $t(126) = 2.71, p = .008$, and advertisers $t(126) = -3.47, p < .001$ (see Table 1). For warmth, entrepreneurs averaged 3.30, which was also significantly different from CEOs $t(126) = -7.12, p < .000$ and advertisers $t(126) = -4.46, p < .000$, but not from scientists $t(126) = 0.55, p = .584$. These results demonstrate that entrepreneurs are perceived to be less competent than CEOs and scientists and more competent than advertisers. They are also perceived as warmer than CEOs and advertisers.

These findings replicate the same patterns of results found in Study 1 with the exception that entrepreneurs did not differ from scientists in terms of warmth. This replication provides stronger evidence of the stereotype content related to these job titles. By considering gender as a factor, we sought to build a bridge to prior work indicating stereotypical gender effects related to entrepreneurship. While there was no conclusive evidence of a target gender effect in this study, this result appears to run counter to general gender effects showing women to be rated lower in competence than men. Consistently higher ratings (albeit non-significantly higher) for warmth may add some support for women being viewed as stronger on this dimension (Fiske et al., 2002). This could perhaps indicate that gender effects were overpowered by a stronger stereotype response based on the specific nature of the job titles or an order effect of how the terms were presented giving more weight to job titles.

### 3.4. Study 3: entrepreneur job titles: competence and warmth and situational context

Comfortable with the consistency of the pattern shown in Studies 1 and 2, we sought to extend these findings by measuring the stereotype content factors as reported by individuals in a situational context. This approach extends the previous findings by exploring if general stereotype content influence individual views and public sentiments in a more complex contextual frame. This study offers a more conservative test of the robustness of the stereotype content as these effects must contest with social desirability and increased individual variation than the standard general response framework used in most stereotype research.

#### 3.4.1. Participants

Ninety-three participants responded to this study invitation on MTurk. However, five participants were dropped for inadequate
completion times and five participants were removed as past study participants. A final sample completing the study as requested encompassed eighty-three participants (40 females, 43 males; mean age = 32.99 years, SD = 10.26).

3.4.3. Results

1 and 2. ci encompassed eighty-three participants (40 females, 43 males; mean age stereotyping, job titles, however, are somewhat less assuredly on membership in varied groups, job titles, and related professional titles. For warmth, participants were asked: “How likely is this person to be trustworthy?”; “How likely is this person to be warm?”; and “Is this person trustworthy?” These measures capture the individual’s personal rather than societal perceptions of others holding these titles. Cronbach’s α was .58 for competence and .64 for warmth. Following these questions, participants rated the four groups on competence and warmth using single-item measures, “How competent (warm) are members of this group?” We specifically utilized these terms to enable comparisons to our previous studies and provide an opportunity to replicate the results of Studies 1 and 2.

3.4.3. Results

Considering the individually focused measures, entrepreneurs averaged 4.04 on competence, which differed significantly from advertisers t(82) = -6.61, p < .000, but not from the other groups, CEOs t(82) = 0.38, p = .705 and scientists t(82) = -1.13, p = .260 (see Table 1). On the dimension of warmth, entrepreneurs averaged 3.69, which was significantly different from CEOs t(82) = -5.90, p < .000 and advertisers t(82) = -4.43, p < .000, but not from scientists t(82) = 0.41, p = .686. Thus, entrepreneurs were perceived to be more competent than advertisers, and higher on warmth than CEOs and advertisers within a more complex situational context.

With regards to the single-item societal framed measures of perceived warmth and competence, entrepreneurs averaged 4.02 on competence, which differed significantly from all groups, CEOs t(82) = 2.61, p = .011, scientists t(82) = 4.49, p < .000, and advertisers t(82) = 4.10, p < .000 (see Table 1). For warmth, entrepreneurs averaged 3.63, which was significantly different from CEOs t(82) = -7.55, p < .000 and scientists t(82) = -4.98, p < .000, but not from advertisers t(82) = -1.73, p = .087. These results demonstrate that entrepreneurs are perceived to be less competent than CEOs and scientists and more competent than advertisers. They are also perceived as warmer than CEOs and scientists.

These results (mostly) replicate those found in Studies 1 and 2. For the situational 3-item measures, entrepreneurs were still rated more competent than advertisers, but no longer less competent than CEOs and scientists. One possible explanation for this finding is that when you ask directly about stereotypes as felt by the general public, there is less of a concern with social desirability influencing the outcomes (e.g., Fiske et al., 2002; King and Bruner, 2000; Moorman and Podsakoff, 1992). Another possible explanation is that a situational context (in this case, a vignette of a networking event) may bring to mind individuals who attend these types of events that may influence the stereotype activation. Finally, there could be differences due to asking about individuals compared to asking about groups (Hamilton and Sherman, 1996). This difference is evidenced in the return to the patterns for competence from Study 1 and 2 when the question reverted to a societal form (asking about groups). The consistency of the results contribute to the idea that warmth and competence dimensions can be used to explain the categorization of entrepreneurs and related job titles, and provides a type of constructive replication (Köhler and Cortina, 2019; Lykken, 1968) in terms of measurement.

4. General discussion

4.1. Overview

Stereotypes are often used to simplify the world we live in and inform impressions and judgments (Brewer, 1988; Kunda and Spencer, 2003). In the organizational world, the job title is an expanding means of classification and often represents key information about the individuals holding these named roles within organizations (Baron and Bielby, 1986; Grant et al., 2014). In this paper, we have shown that the stereotypes activated by these different job titles carry consistent distinctions. This is particularly important for a complex job title like that of entrepreneur that may bring to mind information about more than one primary skill domain (business and innovation). Across all of our studies the entrepreneur job title elicited lower levels of perceived competence than the archetypal titles for business leaders (CEOs) and inventors/innovators (scientists), and consistently higher level of warmth than CEOs and some indications of higher warmth than scientists. Comparing entrepreneurs against the prevalent title representing combined business and innovation skills (advertisers), the entrepreneurs consistently were rated as more competent and warm. These findings map where the title of entrepreneur falls in psychological dimensions in relation to related professional titles.

4.2. Theoretical implications

The current findings extend prior work on stereotype content to the comparisons of job titles as social categories. Combinations of warmth and competence give rise to different emotions (admiration: high competence, high warmth; contempt: low competence, low warmth; envy: low warmth, high competence; and pity: high warmth, low competence). Being seen as both competent and warm, entrepreneurs fit squarely in Fiske et al.’s (2002) admiration quadrant of the Stereotype Content Model (SCM). Previous work on stereotypes most often focuses on membership in varied groups, job titles, however, are somewhat less assuredly fixed to any individual.
Individuals may hold several job titles over their lifetime, and these may carry similar or varying stereotype content. Additionally, research and theory on perceptions of an entrepreneur's trustworthiness and competence to deliver on their start-up might want to consider the initial bias inherent in the title of entrepreneur.

4.3. Practical implications

These job titles can not only have stereotype implications but also represent an aspect of an individual's identity (Ashforth and Kreiner, 1999; Baron & Bielby, 1986). These findings can help the leaders of new organizations advantageously position themselves to others. If entrepreneurs have other professional titles (such as CEO, scientist, and/or advertiser) and a choice in identification, they may be able to take advantage of positive stereotype effects (Shih et al., 1999) and avoid other negative biases like those against creative types (Mueller et al., 2012). Using the title of entrepreneur may be helpful when warmth and associated qualities are desired, but CEO or scientist may be a better option in order to signal competence. This research may also have implications when entrepreneurs meet and present to funders and investors as often those in powerful roles attend to stereotype-consistent information (Fiske and Déprez, 1996; Guinote and Phillips, 2010). Finally, understanding the stereotypes around a specific job title may help individuals, start-ups, and existing organizations utilize these worker classifications as effective communication and motivation tools (Grant et al., 2014).

4.4. Limitations and future directions

We recognize some constraints on generalizability (COG: Simons et al., 2017) of these findings. First, we consciously selected samples that represent the US population, thus these results may not generalize to other countries. Second, our materials and stimuli utilized established measures and methods from other stereotype research, however, we have no reason to believe our results would differ using the same measures and methods. While our scales and studies measured the focal constructs, the two-item scale in one of the studies and moderate reliabilities in our final study suggest an opportunity for additional scale development with these measures. Finally, our findings may depend on historical context. For instance, at another point in time, trends as to the social acceptability of entrepreneurs may influence the nature the title's stereotype content.

While we focused on a particular subset of job titles that were most relevant for our studies, future work should explore a wider range of titles and include international samples. Additionally, jobs such as “advertisers” could have other connotations (this group had the most variance of responses in the open-ended response in the pilot study); however, even with this group, our findings show a consistent stereotype pattern. Another area worth exploring is gender effects in professional stereotypes. While past research has found such effects (Gupta et al., 2009; Sexton and Bowman-Upton, 1990), the additional comparisons made in these studies might highlight distinctions or confounding effects in activating multiple stereotypes (Kunda and Thagard, 1996). The present studies established the stereotype dimensions of competence and warmth as relevant to job titles, further work can examine the correlates of status and competition that follow from the content factors of warmth and competence (Fiske et al., 2002). The social cognition framework can also be used to consider other aspects of entrepreneurship, such as entrepreneur processes and actions. There may also be categorical perceptions of entrepreneurs on other relevant characteristics not examined in this work such as risk-taking, proactivity, and creativity.

5. Conclusion

The present studies demonstrated that job titles carry stereotype content, and that, even in situations where there are other contextual factors at play, these perceptions of competence and warmth still shine through. While the stereotypes described may have come about through various professional histories and encounters, the competence and warmth dimensions gathered are a first step in understanding attitudes towards entrepreneurs and their self-identification. The entrepreneur’s stereotype is generally favorable, and the results provide compelling evidence of patterns of distinctions amongst related professions.
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